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‘ is book carefully presents features of the systems for the
protection of traditional knowledge that are found in two
key developing countries. e author skillfully frames those
features as lessons for those designing frameworks for the
protection of traditional knowledge in other places. e
book provides a commendable level of detail making it useful and accessible for both
researchers and policymakers around the globe.’
– Susy Frankel, FRSNZ, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
‘ e value of this excellent book is that it goes beyond merely critiquing the main approaches
proposed, which it does very convincingly, by examining two of the most established legal
frameworks: those of Peru and India. Viewing national legal systems as pluralist and guided by
the right to self-determination, she then applies her ndings to Australia. e book is an
enjoyable and illuminating read which should invigorate a rather tired debate.’
– Graham Dut eld, University of Leeds, UK
‘In this outstanding book, Evana Wright carefully choreographs sample national experiences
across strategically selected countries. Her ndings are prudently presented as rich policy
pathways and lessons for nations, regions, and policy makers with interest in the protection of
traditional knowledge of the world’s Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities.’
– Chidi Oguamanam, University of Ottawa, Canada
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